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We have proposed and examined One-by-One (O-O) and point-to-point (P2P) link integration scheme over native-Ethernet optical ring networks for scalable customer-owned MAN application. The network configurations are described to integrate the 2 optical links by using CWDM technologies. The 2-link integration enables us to construct economical optical ring networks, which was clarified by smaller number of optical transceivers (OTRs) required to provide IP services. This is the essential economical point, because the transmission equipment costs are main, after the optical fibers are owned in the CO-MAN.

An experimental network was constructed on the native-Ethernet base and the performance was examined to clarify the integrated CO-MAN characteristics. An optical coupler and a splitter to mux/demux 9 wavelengths of CWDM standard were fabricated for use in an edge node, and 2λ- and 1λ-ADMs were fabricated for use in user buildings. It was estimated from the measured losses and the dynamic range of 1000Base-LX transceivers used in the experiment that the optical fiber length of the ring could be longer than 36.5 km to integrate 8 P2P links and one O-O link without optical amplification.

The packet routing functions were implemented in the layer-3 switches (L3SWs). The routing by P2P link was based on OSPF and that by O-O link was based on static routing, including the packet bypassing function to the control ring, when a failure occurred in the service ring. The throughput measurement clarified that the integration of the O-O and P2P links was successfully made for the ring network connecting one edge node and 6 user buildings. It was also confirmed by the packet monitoring that the failure restoration function worked properly, when a failure was caused intentionally. It took 1-2 seconds to re-establish the IP connections and send the data automatically, which is smaller than the normal value of the time-out in IP-based applications. All the OTRs and L3SWs used in the experiment were the products in LAN for Ethernet use, including the routing protocols. This approach enables the network administrators in the CO-MAN to continue the administration and management jobs for the CO-MAN in the same way as those for the LAN inside the buildings.

The proposed network is scalable by adding/removing optical components and OTRs without any changes of installed optical fibers. In this experiment, the results are shown by using gigabit OTRs with 9 wavelengths of CWDM standard. Therefore, the maximum capacity is 9 Gbps in the ring. More capacity can be transmitted, when using 10 Gbps OTRs, if more demands appear. Dense WDM can be used within the 20nm spacing, if more wavelengths are necessary, where the same scheme of integrating 2 links can be adopted by assigning suitable wavelengths. This is the matter how applying the integration scheme proposed in this paper, and the verification is the further study.
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We have proposed and examined one-by-one (O-O) and point-to-point (P2P) link integration scheme over native-Ethernet optical ring networks for scalable customer-owned metropolitan area network application (CO-MAN). The 2-link integration enables us to construct economical networks, which was clarified by smaller number of optical transceivers required to provide IP services. The experiments clarified that the integration of the O-O and P2P links was successfully made through 35 km long fiber ring. The failure restoration function was also confirmed to work properly, when the service ring failure occurred. All the packet transmissions were made on the native-Ethernet base, which allows the network administrators of the CO-MAN to manage the network in the same way as in the commonly-used LANs.
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1. Introduction

Optical fiber networks are expected to satisfy the increasing traffic demands, by utilizing the high-capacity and low-loss characteristics. This trend is the same in WAN (wide area network) and MAN (metropolitan area network) applications to connect buildings/offices for business use, which are often referred to as intranet, or enterprise networks.

To transmit such business data, cell relay and frame relay services are used in public networks. Recently IP-VPN (Internet Protocol-Virtual Private Network) or wide Ethernet service is used more often than the cell and frame relay services, mainly due to the cost advantages\(^{(1)}\). More IP and Ethernet transmissions are used, because many services are integrated and provided over IP\(^{2}\), including business data storage and processing by web servers and VoIP (Voice-over-IP) service. This solution by the IP-VPN or wide Ethernet is based on the existing public networks, which are composed of high-speed SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) and ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks. To transmit IP packets, high-speed routers to convert the IP/SDH/ATM transmissions are required as interfaces between the users and public networks in this solution.

Another solution is the dark-fiber or customer-owned networks\(^{(2)}\). This new type of network is becoming increasingly common among large enterprise networks, university research networks, and government departments in the USA and Canada. In the networks, enterprises, government departments, and other organizations acquire optical fibers for their own communication services. The big advantage of the customer-owned networks is much lower cost for one-time capital cost for the fibers, instead of conventional cost per month for bandwidth. Thereafter, any increase in bandwidth only requires a simple equipment upgrade. It is another advantage that the networks can be managed and controlled, according to the organization policy.

Comparing the 2 solutions, the customer-owned networks give us an additional option to the enterprise networks, which provide a potentially low-cost approach, especially in large organizations. However, only very few papers were published, concerning network designs and performance. Contrary to this, many results were published\(^{(3)-(8)}\) for the public access and regional networks provided by common carriers.

Such technical background motivated us to investigate customer-owned MAN (CO-MAN) to provide IP services for their own use. The optical fibers in CO-MAN should be used effectively in a simple and skillless way, controlled by the network administrators. The requirements address the issues of the network scalability for the upgrade from low to high capacity of the transmission. Ethernet technologies are accepted and used widely in private LAN (local area network). This means that CO-MAN should be configured on the native Ethernet base for the easy management. The native Ethernet approach enables us to use existing transmission/routing equipments in a large LAN market, and not to use converters from/to IP/SDH/ATM, which must be used in public networks. Here, native Ethernet means the existing Ethernet technologies used in LAN so as to distinguish it from the modified Ethernet technologies.
with such converters for use in public networks.

The fundamental link on the native Ethernet base is the point-to-point (P2P) link, which is used commonly in LANs. The P2P link is also defined and standardized in IEEE802.3 Task Force. Thus, P2P links can be used for CO-MAN. Though the P2P links are suitable to aggregate traffic from users to a central station, as in public networks, more traffic appears between buildings in CO-MAN. Therefore, different types of link are necessary, and should be integrated in CO-MAN in a simple and economical way. Thus, suitable network configurations should be clarified. We propose scalable optical IP networks owned by enterprises for their own use. The model networks followed by the proposed configurations were constructed, and the performance was examined. The design consideration and the performance are described in this paper.

2. Integrated Scalable Networks for CO-MAN

Generally the single star and ring topologies are used for business data transmission in WAN and MAN, due to the cost-effective transmission for large traffic, whereas PON (Passive Optical Network) topology is used for residential users to reduce the cost per user by sharing the central office equipment and optical fibers. Optical network configurations are classified as ring and tree topologies, when applying to WAN and MAN. Many of reported networks are the ring topology in the public networks, due to the scalability, reconfigurability and ease of protection. We also adopt the ring topology for the native Ethernet transmission over the scalable CO-MAN.

2.1 Proposal of 2-link Integration Scheme

Fig. 1 shows a general configuration of CO-MAN considered in this paper. An edge node and user buildings (UBs) are connected with single-mode (SM) optical fibers to form a ring. The edge node and user interfaces (IFs) in the UBs have layer-3 electrical switches (L3SWs) or routers, optical transceivers (OTRs) and optical interface (IF), respectively. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technologies are used to have optical links through the ring. The optical IF denotes a component to mux/demux optical wavelengths for the WDM purpose, e.g. wavelength-sensitive optical coupler/splitter and ADM (add/drop multiplexer). The edge node aggregates packets from the UBs and send them to public networks through upper interface (U-IF), or send them to the UBs, depending on the destinations.

We propose CO-MAN configuration such that 2 optical links, shown in Fig. 2, are integrated in a ring: One is the one-by-one (O-O) link proposed in this paper. The O-O link is made by one wavelength, which is added/dropped by an ADM in each UB. The packets are routed by the O-O routing by the L3SW in the building. If the destination of the received packet is one of the personal computers (PCs) in the UB, the packet is sent to the PC. Otherwise, the packet is sent to the next UB. Thus, packets are circulated and checked one-by-one whether the final destination is the UB or not. The other one is the P2P links between the edge node and the UBs, which can be established in the optical ring by allocating one wavelength to each UB. The allocated wavelengths are multiplexed with a coupler in the edge node and one of the wavelengths is dropped/added with an ADM in the UB. The actual configuration is described in detail below.

To show the applicability of this network, a case study was made to design the network under particular conditions: The minimum OTR number was evaluated, required to provide services to a given number of users. Here, number of users means independent service number which should be provided inside the CO-MAN. The conditions were as follows: (1) 1000Base-LX OTRs with different wavelengths are used in the edge node and UBs. (2) 100Mbps should be guaranteed to each user in at most 10 different UB locations. (3) O-O link is adopted first to satisfy demands, and a P2P link is integrated, if the bandwidth of the O-O link is full. (4) Users are distributed uniformly among the 10 locations. In this case study, uniform user distribution was assumed to evaluate a costly case for a small number of users. When many users are concentrated in a location, the demands can be multiplexed, leading to an economical solution.

The minimum OTR number required to give optical links in the fiber ring can be determined as shown in Fig. 3. When UB number n is equal to or less than 10, one user exists in each UB, according to the condition (4), and one O-O link is enough to provide 100Mbps. In case of one UB (n=1), the O-O link is equal to P2P link, and 2 OTRs (each in edge node and UB) are required. In case of 2 UBs (n=2), one OTR is implemented in the 2nd UB location for the O-O link, and the 3 OTRs
are connected with fibers. Thus, OTR number for O-O link increases by \( n + 1 \). Contrary to this, OTR number increases by \( 2n \) to have P2P links, as shown in Fig. 3.

The required OTR number is shown in Fig. 4. When user number is less than or equal to 10, the required OTR number increases by \( n + 1 \) for O-O link and by \( 2n \) for P2P link, as described above. When user number is larger than 10, UB number remains 10, according to the condition (2), and multiple users exist in at least one UB. When user number is 11, 2 users exist in one UB. The bandwidth provided by the O-O link is less than 100Mbps, and therefore, a P2P link should be added to the ring, according to the condition (3), leading to 2-OTR addition in the UB of the 2 users. The added P2P link can support the 2 user in the UB, and therefore, the OTR for the O-O link in the UB can be removed. As a result, the O-O link is formed by connecting 9 UBs. When more users should be accommodated, and the bandwidth of the O-O link is full, one more P2P link is added. In this way, OTRs are added until all the P2P links are added for the 10 UBs. For 31 users, 3 UBs contain users of 3, 3 and 4, respectively, and can be supported by one O-O link, and the other 7 UBs are supported by P2P links, respectively. This requires 18 OTRs. When user number is larger than 31, 20 OTRs for P2P links can provide 100Mbps for more than 32 to 100 users. Therefore, it is clear from Fig. 4 that the OTR number required to the integrated links is less than that required to the P2P links. Thus, the proposed O-O link and the integration scheme of O-O and P2P links for CO-MAN is the cost-effective solution.

In this case study, each P2P link can satisfy the demands of 10 users in each UB, resulting in the accommodation of 100 users overall in 10 locations. When more demands than 100 users appear, the additional users can be accommodated in the same way as in Fig. 4. Thus, the integration of the 2 links has the cost advantage, depending on the user number.

2.2 Physical Network Configurations

Fig. 5 shows an example of O-O link configuration, where each UB and the edge node have one OTR and one L3SW, respectively. Thus, this is the simplest configuration without any optical IFs, and is expected to be low cost to connect small number of users. The optical ring is formed by connecting a transmitting port of one OTR and a receiving port of the next OTR with a fiber in turn, as shown in Fig. 5. In this unique configuration, IP packets are circulated through the ring in one way, contrary to the normal transmission between 2 OTRs in bi-directional way through 2 fibers. Thus, O-O link enables us to circulate packets through one fiber ring. The static IP routing is specified in the O-O link, which is described in section 3, as well as the experimental results. The idea for the O-O link is similar to that for the resilient packet ring (RPR). However, RPR was standardized to circulate RPR frames in a ring by a new method introduced in the MAC (Media Access Control) sub layer. Thus, RPR is not native Ethernet. The O-O link was proposed on a native Ethernet base for CO-MAN, where only the Ethernet technologies used in LAN were adopted for easy and skill-less management by administrators of the network owner.

An example of P2P link configuration is shown in Fig. 6. In this example, 4 wavelengths \( \lambda_1-\lambda_4 \) are used. One wavelength is allocated to one UB, where the allocated wavelength is added/dropped to/from the optical ring with the ADM. In the edge node, WDM coupler and splitter are used to mux/demux the wavelengths, and the packet routing is made by the L3SW, according to the destination addresses. Each UB has a direct link to the edge node with the allocated wavelength, though the physical topology of the optical fiber is a ring.

The O-O and P2P links can be integrated by adding a coupler and a splitter in the edge node in Fig. 5, and adding a 2\( \lambda \)-ADM or a 1\( \lambda \)-ADM in the UB, as well as the
OTRs. The 2λ-ADM has a function to add/drop a common wavelength \( \lambda_0 \) for O-O link and a particular wavelength \( \lambda_k \) allocated to the UB \( k \) for the P2P link, and 1λ-ADM adds/drops \( \lambda_0 \) for the O-O link. This optical IF and OTR addition process shows that the network is scalable without any changes of the installed fibers. The traffic demands can be satisfied from small to large user numbers in a cost-effective way by just adding/removing OTRs and optical IFs in the UBs and the edge node.

This is an example to show the upgrade by the 2-link integration. The network should be upgraded properly, according to the provisioning and demand estimation, in such a way that the upgrade costs are minimum. For example, more wavelengths than for the present small demands can be allocated and spare ADMs can be installed in advance, if it is clear that more demands appear in near future. It is possible to add one wavelength to a UB by connecting a 1λ-ADM to the existing ADM, but the adding works are not necessary, if a spare ADM has already been installed. This is the matter how the proposed 2-link integration scheme is applied to the actual upgrade, based on the demand estimation.

Figures 5 and 6 show 1-fiber ring with OTRs and optical IFs to provide IP services. Another fiber ring with same configuration of the OTRs and optical IFs should be added for the protection, when a failure occurs in the service ring. This additional ring is called a control ring in this paper. The overall configuration with the control ring is described in the next section. The control ring can be used as the bypass route, even if the L3SWs in the service ring are switched off, when OTRs and optical IFs are added/removed for the upgrade and reconfiguration processes. Thus, no practical degradation occurs in the service ring traffic, enabling us to keep the scalability of the network.

3. Construction & Evaluation of the Networks

3.1 Experimental Network An integrated CO-MAN was constructed, and the performance was evaluated. Fig. 7 shows the experimental network configuration. The standard G.652 SM fibers were used to connect UBs. To integrate the optical links, an optical coupler and a splitter were fabricated to mux/demux 9 wavelengths of the coarse WDM (CWDM) standard: a wavelength of \( \lambda_0 = 1310 \text{nm} \) for O-O link, and 8 wavelengths from 1470 to 1610nm with 20nm spacing for P2P links were selected. Thus, the maximum number is 8 for the P2P links. The 2A- and 1A-ADMs were used in the UBs. The 2A-ADMs were constructed by connecting two 1λ-ADMs with particular wavelengths. The 8 wavelengths in 1550-nm band were allocated to the P2P links so as to have lower losses in optical fibers than 1310-nm band. This is because the lightwaves for the P2P links must pass ADMs, causing large losses in the P2P links, as shown below.

Before evaluating the network shown in Fig. 7, the longest fiber length of the integrated service ring was evaluated. For the purpose, a service ring was constructed by connecting one edge node and 8 UBs, allocated one of the 8 wavelengths in the 1550nm-band to each UB. The standard 1000Base-LX OTRs with the 9 wavelengths were used for the transmission. Output powers of the OTRs were measured, and found to be more than +2 dBm and the minimum detectable level was -20 dBm, leading to the dynamic range of 22 dB. The losses of the optical IFs were measured. The loss for the downstream P2P links from the edge node to UBs is the total losses of the coupler, passing-through losses of the ADMs and dropping loss at the UB. The measured losses of the coupler/splitter ranged from 0.55 to 2.18 dB, depending on the wavelengths. The measured passing-through and drop losses of the ADMs ranged from 0.7 to 1.66 dB and from 0.35 to 0.86 dB, respectively. The largest loss for the downstream occurs for the farthest UB, which was measured and evaluated to be 9.21 dB. The total loss and the dynamic range of OTRs give us the longest fiber length of 36.5 km for the downstream P2P link, assuming that the average losses of fibers and the splices are 0.35 dB/km at 1550nm band. In the same way, the longest fiber length was obtained for the upstream P2P link from the farthest UB to the edge node. The longest fiber length was also 36.5 km.

The losses of the ADMs at wavelength \( \lambda_0 = 1310 \text{nm} \)
were also measured to evaluate the O-O link. Since the 1310nm lightwave is added/dropped at every UB, the optical losses are the summation of the adding and dropping losses of the ADM in the adjacent UBs. The total losses ranged from 0.24 to 0.79 dB for the O-O links. The link lengths of the segments between the adjacent UBs are more than 50 km. As a result, it was clarified that the longest fiber length of optical ring can be 36.5 km, satisfying both P2P links at 1550nm-band and O-O link at 1310nm through one optical ring.

For the packet routing experiment, the optical ring connected an edge node and 6 UBs, as shown in Fig. 7. The fiber lengths between the edge node and UBs and between UBs were 5 km, respectively. Therefore, the total length of the ring was 35 km. Four wavelengths from $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_4$ were allocated to 4 of the 6 UBs to give P2P links. Table 1 lists the wavelengths allocated to UBs in this experiment. Thus, 2$\lambda$-ADM was used in UBs 1-4, respectively, and 1$\lambda$-ADM was used in UBs 5 and 6, respectively. A control ring was prepared for the service ring protection, as shown in Fig. 7. The same OTRs, optical IFs and L3SWs were installed in the control ring, and the L3SWs were connected in each UB, so as to make the traffic in the service ring be bypassed to the control ring, if service ring failure occurs. To have the interface between the L3SWs for the service and control rings and the outer traffic, an additional L3SW was installed and connected. The wavelengths used in the control ring are denoted by suffix c in the symbols.

To send IP packets through the network, the routing functions should be implemented properly. We specified the dynamic routing for the P2P links, and static routing for the O-O links in the experimental network. Although OSPF (open shortest path first) is widely used protocol for the dynamic routing, it requires to have a designated router (DR) to which all other routers must be connected directly, according to the OSPF specification. It is possible for the P2P links to be routed by OSPF, when the edge node is specified to be the DR. On the other hand, static routing was adopted in O-O links, because no DR could be specified. As a result, OSPF and static routing were configured in the L3SWs of UBs 1-4 to integrate P2P and O-O links, and only a static routing was configured in the L3SWs of UBs 5 and 6.

Table 1. Wavelengths allocated in the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ring</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Link</th>
<th>UB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>$\lambda_0$</td>
<td>O-O</td>
<td>1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>P2P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_4$</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>$\lambda_{cl}$</td>
<td>O-O</td>
<td>1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1470</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_{cl}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_{cl}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_{cl}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. shows the routing function implemented in the L3SWs of UB 2 to indicate an example of the P2P and O-O link integration. In the L3SW for the service ring, the OSPF function was enabled so as to make a backbone area, made by the direct links to the edge node as DR. Therefore, the OSPF routing table (R-table) can be updated dynamically for all the P2P link states inside the ring. On the other hand, the routing entries for the O-O links were input statically and were saved in a static routing table. In this static routing table, all the sub network addresses of UBs connected in this ring were stored. The sub network addresses SNA$_1$, SNA$_2$, $\Box$, SNA$_n$ were denoted symbolically as SNA$_{ALL}$ in Fig. 8, where $n$ is the UB number in this optical ring. Each UB was assigned different sub network address SNA$_k$, where $k$ is a running number to denote one of the UBs.

When a packet is received by the L3SW for the service ring, the destination sub network address (D-SNA) is extracted from the destination IP address of the packet. The extracted D-SNA is compared with SNA$_2$, $\Box$, SNA$_n$ denoted symbolically as SNA$_{ALL}$ in Fig. 8, where $n$ is the UB number in this optical ring. If the D-SNA and SNA$_2$ are equal, then the packet is sent to the L3SW for UB 2. This L3SW has a bypassing function for protection by giving a static routing similar to that in the L3SW for the service ring. When this L3SW receives a packet to UB2, the L3SW sends the packet to UB2 simply. The bypassing function for protection is described below. If the D-SNA and SNA$_2$ are not equal in the L3SW for the service ring, the D-SNA is compared with SNA$_{ALL}$. If the D-SNA is equal to one of the SNA$_{ALL}$, the destination of the packet is inside the ring. The packet is sent to the port for the O-O link, giving the MAC address Mac$C_2$ of the next L3SW in UB 3. The MAC addresses are stored in ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) table, which is input statically. The packet is converted to optical signal with a wavelength of $\lambda_0$. The D-SNA is not equal to anyone of the sub network addresses of SNA$_{ALL}$, then the packet is sent to the port for the P2P link. The packet is converted to optical signal with a wavelength of $\lambda_2$, leading to the direct link to the edge node for the...
transmission out of the ring.

In case of the service ring failure, the control ring is used. The failure restoration function was implemented in the L3SW for the service ring. As shown in Fig. 8, this function monitors all the ports $P_s$ used for the service ring. If it is detected that $P_s$ is down, then the routing table is rewritten in such a way that the output port is changed from $P_s$ to $P_c$, where $P_c$ denotes the ports to send packets to the L3SW for the control ring. In the L3SW for the control ring, the packets to be sent to the ring are routed, in the same way as in the L3SW for the service ring. However, in the L3SW for the control ring, the ports to be sent to UB 2 are routed to the L3SW for UB 2, where the packets are sent simply to UB 2. On the other hand, when users in UB 2 send packets, the packets are received by the L3SW for UB 2, where the packets are routed to the L3SW for the service ring. The packets are sent to the L3SW for the control ring, and then the packets are routed described above.

When a failure occurs in the L3SW for the service ring in UB 2, the two adjacent L3SWs for the service ring detect the link failures in the ports $P_s$ in UB 1 and UB 3, respectively, because no communication is made due to the L3SW failure in UB 2. And the failure restoration functions rewrite the routing tables in UB 1 and UB 3 in the same way as in UB 2, respectively, so as to use the control ring. The processes in UB 1 and UB 3 cause the link failures in the L3SWs next to UB 1 and UB 3, respectively. Thus, all the other L3SWs detect the link failure successively in the service ring, and rewrite the routing tables to use the control ring. On the other hand, packets sent by the users in UB 2 are received in the L3SW for UB 2, and are routed by the static routing table, as show in Fig. 8. The routing is specified to send packets to the port $P_s$ in the normal transmission, when the destination is outside of UB 2. When it is detected that $P_s$ is down in the L3SW for UB 2, the routing table is rewritten so as to use port $P_c$. Thus, the control ring is used for the transmission of the packets sent from UB 2, when a failure occurs in the L3SW for the service ring.

In the same way, the routing function was implemented in the edge node. The routing configuration is shown in Fig. 9. The OSPF function was also enabled in this L3SW for the service ring, making it have a function of DR. When a packet is received by the L3SW for the service ring, the D-SNA is extracted and compared with sub network addresses (SNA<sub>ALL</sub>) of all the UBs in this ring, whose entries were updated dynamically by OSPF. If the compared result is “yes”, then the output port is found by matching D-SNA with SNA<sub>k</sub> of UB k, where $k=1, 2, 3,$ or 4 in this experiment. And the packet is sent to the output port, leading to a conversion to the optical signal with a wavelength assigned to UB k. This optical signal is dropped by the ADM in UB k. Thus, direct P2P links can be made. If the extracted D-SNA is not equal to anyone of SNA<sub>k</sub> ($k=1, 2, 3,$ or 4), the packet destination is UB 5 or UB 6, resulting in sending to port $P_{sk}$, which will be routed by the O-O link.

The failure restoration functions in the edge node were implemented in the same way as in UB 2. The monitoring function of the service ports $P_{sk}$, and the rewriting function for the entries of the $P_{sk}$ to the control ports $P_{sk}$ in the routing table were also implemented in the L3SW for the service ring for the failure restoration. The ports $P_{sk}$ of the L3SW for the service ring are connected to the ports $P_{cik}$ of the L3SW for the control ring. In case of the service ring failure, the control ring can be used through the paths from the ports $P_{sk}$ to $P_{cik}$, and the packets are routed by the L3SW for the control ring in the same way as in the L3SW for the service ring. When a failure occurs in the L3SW for the service ring, the L3SWs in UB 1 and UB 6 detect the link failures, respectively, and the failure restoration functions work so as to use the control ring in the same way as in the case of the L3SW failure in UB 2. The L3SW for U-IF (Upper Interface) also detects the link failure in the L3SW for the service ring, and rewrite the routing table so as to use the L3SW for the control ring, in the same way as in the UB 2.

3.2 Routing Characteristics of the Network

The integrated CO-MAN ring was constructed, as shown in Fig. 7, and the routing functions were implemented, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The throughput was measured by sending packets from PCs in UBs to a server (SV) connected to the edge node, as shown in Fig. 7. The throughputs were obtained by measuring the transfer time, when the PCs sent the same size of data to SV simultaneously. The measurements were made with increasing PC number $m$, and the results are plotted in Fig. 10. Since the PCs had 100 Mbps network interface cards, respectively, 100 Mbps data stream was added by increasing one PC. The measured results were almost the same value around 96Mbps when $m < 11$, whereas it decreased when $m > 10$. Theoretical throughput $tp(m)$
which was obtained by 1526 bytes/9 Gbps, because the inner bus speed was 9 Gbps in the L3SW. The parameter is the critical value to represent the PC number by which all the bandwidth of 1 Gbps is exhausted by the 100 Mbps streams sent by PCs, that is \( m_{cr} = 10 \). The calculated curves are also shown in Fig. 10, indicating that the measured and calculated values are in good agreement. It is clear that the throughput was around 96 Mbps for only O-O and only P2P links, respectively, when total traffic increased in the ring. The throughputs were also the same values, when O-O and P2P links were integrated. Thus, the integration was successfully made to provide nominal speed of 100 Mbps to the users.

As the next experiment, the failure restoration functions were examined. While the traffic was transmitted simultaneously from each PC in all the UBs to the SV, the optical fiber in the service ring was disconnected intentionally to cause a failure. In the transmission, the packets were monitored with a packet analyzer: All the packets were monitored from the service and control ports in the L3SW of the edge node. The monitored results are shown in Fig. 11. Before the failure, the throughputs of the packets were smaller than about 950 Mbps, which were caused by the nominal speed difference of the 100-Mbps PC and 1-Gbps OTR interfaces. The similar results were obtained for the monitoring of the O-O link packets. The failure time \( t_f \) for the O-O link was around 2 seconds. The failure restoration functions were also examined, when a failure of the L3SW for the service ring occurred in the edge node. The failure was caused by switching the L3SW off. The values of measured restoration time \( t_r \) were almost the same as in the service ring failures, respectively.

### 4. Conclusion

We have proposed and examined O-O and P2P link integration scheme over native-Ethernet optical ring networks for scalable customer-owned MAN application. The network configurations are described to integrate the 2 optical links by using CWDM technologies. The 2-link integration enables us to construct economical optical ring networks, which was clarified by smaller number of optical transceivers required to provide IP services. This is the essential economical point, because the transmission equipment costs are main, after the optical fibers are owned in the CO-MAN.

An experimental network was constructed on the native-Ethernet base and the performance was examined to clarify the integrated CO-MAN characteristics. An optical coupler and a splitter to mux/demux 9 wavelengths of CWDM standard were fabricated for use in an edge node, and 2λ- and 1λ-ADMs were fabricated for use in user building. It was estimated from the measured losses and the dynamic range of 1000Base-LX transceivers used in the experiment that the optical
fiber length of the ring could be longer than 36.5 km to integrate 8 P2P links and one O-O link without optical amplification.

The packet routing functions were implemented in the L3SWs. The routing by P2P link was based on OSPF and that by O-O link was based on static routing, including the packet bypassing function to the control ring, when a failure occurred in the service ring. The throughput measurement clarified that the integration of the O-O and P2P links was successfully made for the ring network connecting one edge node and 6 user buildings. It was also confirmed by the packet monitoring that the failure restoration function worked properly, when a failure was caused intentionally. It took 1-2 seconds to re-establish the IP connections and send the data automatically, which is smaller than the normal value of the time-out in IP-based applications. All the OTRs and L3SWs used in the experiment were the products in LAN for Ethernet use, including the routing protocols. This approach enables the network administrators in the CO-MAN to continue the administration and management jobs for the CO-MAN in the same way as those for the LAN inside the buildings.

The proposed network is scalable by adding/removing optical IFs and OTRs, when optical fibers are installed. In the experiment, the results are shown by using gigabit OTRs with 9 wavelengths of CWDM standard. Therefore, the maximum capacity is 9 Gbps in the ring. More capacity can be transmitted, when using 10 Gbps OTRs, if more demands appear. Dense WDM can be used within the 20nm spacing, if more wavelengths are necessary, where the same scheme of integrating 2 links can be adopted by assigning suitable wavelengths. This is the matter how applying the integration scheme proposed in this paper, and the verification is the further study. The 2-link integration scheme was proposed, based on the case study for the uniform user distribution. The other scheme, including the integration of only O-O links, can be possible for different user distribution, which is also the further study.
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